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However, the conditions given by Abbas were indeed too harsh.

This is not a choice of life or death, it is a choice of lingering and burning calmly.

If they accept Abbas’s conditions, the Wade Family can indeed save their lives.

However, all the dignity of the Wade Family will no longer exist.

And as long as the Wade Family members are still alive, they will always be the laughingstock of others,
and even after death, they will be poked into the backbone of others.

As a result, he fell into the most entangled choice in his life.

Suddenly, I don’t know what to do.

And the Wade Family behind him are also pregnant with ghosts at this time.

For the vast majority of the Wade Family, they don’t have any real backbone. Some are just a sense of
superiority that has always existed in their hearts under the background of money and status.

Therefore, at this moment in the face of death threats, they just want to survive.

As long as you can survive, it doesn’t matter if you are ashamed.

If it didn’t work, I left China with the remaining assets, went to a place no one knew, and passed the
rest of my life in peace.

In this way, it is better than unexplainably dying under the assassination of Wanlong Temple.

However, Lord Wade could not accept such conditions.

At this moment, Salmaan looked at Lord Wade and asked in a cold voice: “Old thing, how are you
thinking about it? Do you agree or refuse the conditions of our palace master?!”

Lord Wade was under tremendous pressure and slowly said, “This little brother, please report back to
your palace master. These conditions are too harsh for our Wade Family. Even if I really want to put let
it out to him, so many of the ancestors of the Wade Family’s coffins on Yeling Mountain will take some
time to settle…”

As he said, Lord Wade paused slightly, and said seriously: “Furthermore, bruce is my son. As a father, it
is impossible for me to leave my son’s coffin to others. What’s more, I have let him down when he was
alive. Once he died, I can’t let him down again!”

Hearing these words from the old man, Charlie glanced at Lord Wade more.



I have to admit that Lord Wade dared to say such a sentence at this time, which made Charlie
somewhat changed his attitude when he was surprised.

At this time, Lord Wade continued: “Also, in order to express our family’s apologies to him, I am willing
to bring wade’s old and young to worship after the coffins of Wanliancheng and his wife moved into
Yeling Mountain, but If I were to put on filth and filial piety for them like this old bone, I would not
accept it!”

“In the end, I was asked to hand out half of my assets, which I cannot accept!”

“I just said that I am willing to give out 10 billion yuan as compensation. If you are not satisfied, I can
turn the yuan into US dollars, but this is the maximum limit I can accept!”

Lord Wade would show resistance to every condition proposed by the Lord, so he asked him with a
vicious expression: “Old stuff, do you think I’m here to negotiate with you? I just came to talk to him.
You truthfully convey the instructions of our palace lord! You do not have any bargaining
qualifications!”

Upon hearing this, Lord Wade said with a generous expression of going to death, and said coldly: “If
there is no room for bargaining, then I don’t have to talk about it. If your palace owner is not afraid of
causing public outrage, you can come to the Wade Family and kill me. Anyway, at my age, it’s not a pity
to die.”

When Charlie’s uncle Corran wade heard this, he was anxious and said in a low voice, “Dad! You can’t
be impulsive! This Wanlong Palace is extremely powerful, and they are all top masters, and they don’t
blink… Even the head of the nursing home is vulnerable to them, not to mention us ordinary
people…you are old, but Jon wade and his bro. are still young!”

Lord Wade stared at him and asked in a cold voice: “What? As wade’s parents’ son, do you want me to
agree to their terms?!”
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